
 
                 
STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY PAY IT FORWARD AT 
KWANOTHEMBA WORKSHOP  
 
Information supplied by: Mr Philip Crafford, Project Manager & Researcher at 
Stellenbosch University 
 The Kwanothemba Woodwork-shop in Khayelitsha is an NPO that was established in 1998 in order to give people with disabilities the opportunity to support themselves. Although the workshop has successfully supported a number of people over the years, it has much more potential. The workshop covers a large area (±200m²) and houses a number of large industrial woodworking machines.  In 2010 due to machine breakdowns and the absence of a definite business plan and a trained woodwork-shop manager (very important), the workshop was abandoned by the semi-skilled disabled working there, resulting in almost zero production.    In March 2014 after receiving funding from the FP&M SETA, upgrades and repairs were performed to get the woodwork-shop in a safe and operational state.  See video link: http://youtu.be/yWLvrY6W4I0  In addition to the upgrades to the Woodwork-shop, Kwanothemba also embarked on the training of 7 young black men with mental disabilities (slow learners) and epilepsy in July 2014. The project which is currently underway, entails the provision of a skills programme (Introduction to Basic Furniture Making, Level 2) over a period of 7 months. The project is managed by Philip Crafford from the University of Stellenbosch’s Department of Forest and Wood Products Science, which is the perfect source for technical and managerial information with regard to furniture production. The project delivery partners include Furntech (an accredited skills development training provider accredited by the FP&M SETA) and The Business Place (business and marketing consultants). In terms of the current training and teaching strategy the group go through one week of Furntech skills training and then one week of practical work exposure which helps a lot with revision and keeping their full attention. The learners get paid per product 



they finish and sell – which also acts as motivation. The Business Place provide free short business skills training workshops and access to office services at cost.  Language was first seen as a slight challenge (since most parties needed to use their second language to be heard and understood). However, it was soon discovered that proper communication - where all parties listen to each other and then state their suggestions and concerns without judgment – was very possible and effective  Learner progress is becoming more and more evident. Although it is a time-consuming process to teach (some) slow-learners new skills, most of the learners exhibit remarkable levels of improvement.  Learners are tutored on theoretical aspects which include health and safety, compliance with good housekeeping practices and this is applied to practical skills acquisition such as producing basic hand crafted furniture and performing wood finishing operations by conventional spraying. During the programme learners are taught standard operating procedures, including detailed equipment maintenance plans, timber procurement procedures, sales practices and bookkeeping.   The learners are very enthusiastic and eager to participate in all activities. For example when it comes to house-keeping at the end of the day, each learner will instantly start performing his favourite task e.g. packing away, sweeping, dust extracting or cleaning the machines.   The goal of this project is to assist the Kwanothemba Woodwork-shop to become a sustainable and profitable business.  In doing so the workshop can become a cornerstone of the community - teaching wood working and production skills to the disabled, as well as the youth, and generating income for those involved. The plan is to start full scale production in April (2015) next year.  With well-maintained machines, skilled personnel, a solid business plan and most important a trained woodwork-shop manager, the workshop has the potential to not only generate additional income for people with disabilities, but also to be a place where skills can be learnt and passed on.  
 In order to ensure that the project is mutually beneficial to the University of Stellenbosch, the Kwanothemba Carpentry Workshop will also provide an opportunity for a fully qualified Master of Science Student, who specialises in Wood Product Science, to gain work experience relating to the management of wood production.  As a commitment to work placement post training, trained individuals are to be placed permanently at the Kwanothemba Wood Workshop 
 
  



 

        
Before Workshop Upgrade March 
2014 
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2014 

Mr. Mokhashane 
showing off the new 

Table-saw 
Mr. Pekani showing off the new 

Band-saw 


